EVERYTHING TO SUPPORT PATIENT CARE

STORAGE & COUNTERS CONFIGURED TO YOUR SPECS

CAREFUL CONSIDERATION

american made casework

888.396.9060 | www.amcase.com
LOCKERS & SECURE SPACES

SCHOOLS & GYMS
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

AMCASE PROCESS

1. FILL OUT A QUOTE REQUEST FORM, AVAILABLE AT AMCASE.COM

2. SUBMIT DESIGN INTENT & SUPPORTING INFO (SKETCHES, CAD FILES ETC)

3. LINE DRAWINGS ARE REVIEWED AND APPROVED

4. AMCASE MANUFACTURES YOUR FINISHED PRODUCT
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Note: This drawing is an artistic interpretation of the general appearance of the design. It is not meant to be an exact rendition.
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Moveable. Reconfigurable. Reusable.

7 Year Warranty
7 Year Deprecation
10 K Standard Modular Components
Meets or Exceeds ANSI/BIFMA Standards
USGBC Standards Available
State and Federal Contracts